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Hello

Welcome to your clairvoyant reading.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
You may use this booklet along with                                    
crayons or what have you to draw the rose and 
aura and take notes, depending on the type of 
reading you have chosen. Simply draw the rose 
and aura as it is described in the reading. The 
first layer of the aura is closest to the body and 
each new layer is drawn on top of the previous 
one. You will also receive a recording of your 
reading. It is  helpful to write down your 
questions. Please sit with your hands and feet 
apart for in person readings.   Enjoy!                     

Readers Prayer            
May it be with the blessings of the 

supreme being that whatever happens 
during this reading will benefit each of 
us in our spiritual  growth, awareness 

and understanding
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Aura Reading                
Energy may be seen as colors, symbols and 
pictures to a clairvoyant and will be 
interpreted to describe the main theme in 
each of seven layers of your aura. The layers 
of the aura relate to the main seven chakras. 
How far each layer comes around your body 
represents your level of ownership for what 
is happening in that layer of your aura.

Chakra Definitions                       
1st Root Chakra: survival information, 
necessary to keep the body alive                
2nd Spleen Chakra: Clairsentience, one’s 
own emotions and sexuality                        
3rd Solar Plexus Chakra: Energy 
distribution, through out the body                            
4th Heart Chakra: Affinity, self & others                                                           
5th Throat Chakra,  Communication, with 
self, others, and out of body beings          
6th Brow Chakra, Clairvoyance,                 
clear seeing                                                            
7th Crown Chakra,  Knowingness,  
transmediumship

Possible Reading Questions: 
Relationships, friends, family, spouse, children 
Work 
Health                                          
Communication 
Healing projects 
Spirit Body balance 
Blocks to creating what you wish for              
Your path this lifetime 

Notes & Questions:
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Rose Reading                                                                             

 The rose is a neutral symbol that I visualize 
and fill with your energy. This gives me 
information about you as a person and as an 
immortal being. The sun symbolizes your 
energy source, (concept of God). I look at the 
rose in relationship to the sun to determine                                                                                           
how you are in touch with this source. The rose 
symbolizes you. The openess of the flower 
shows how open you are to new information at 
this time. The hip of the rose represents spirit / 
body communication. The length of the stem 
on this rose indicates how long you have been 
incarnating on this planet. Gold rings on the 
stem indicate past lives pertinent to this life 
and to present growth. The gauge shows how 
receptive your are to the information. Since I 
believe in free will, it is important that you take 
from the reading only that which is true for 
you.   
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